CITY OF PORTSMOUTH
Department of Public Works
ADDENDUM #1

This Addendum modifies and is henceforth part of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS for:

BID# 05-21 Spinnaker Fieldhouse Locker Rooms Renovation

Bidders must acknowledge this Addendum within their bid proposal. Failure to do so may subject a bid to disqualification.

INVITATION TO BID

Following second paragraph, Insert:

Questions from bidders are to be submitted in writing to the purchasing website, https://www.cityofportsmouth.com/finance/purchasing-bids-and-proposals, until 4:30 p.m. Tuesday, August 11, 2020. Answers will be provided as addenda on that website by 4:30 p.m. on Thursday, August 13, 2020.

Work is expected to be substantially complete on November 1, 2020.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SECTION 224000 - PLUMBING FIXTURES

Delete:
2.5 SHOWER VALVE
   B. Basis of design product: American Standard Colony Pro TU075508XH Trim with cartridge
   5. One piece double ceramic pressure balance cartridge
   6. Adjustable hot limit

Replace with:
2.5 SHOWER VALVE
   A. Replace with compatible new Symmons cartridge with adjustable hot limit
   B. Replace trim with compatible C-96-1X or approved equal.